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Abstract: Five corn genotypes under both stress and normal conditions were examined in 2010-2011 cropping
year. Results showed that there were significant differences among genotypes and interactions of genotypes
under drought conditions for the majority of growing traits. Rate of drought tolerated by Fernandez index (STI).
Single cross 674 and ZP677 genotypes showed the highest index among the genotypes. The results of
calculated gain from indirect selection in moisture stress environment would improve yield in moisture stress
environment better than selection from non-moisture stress environment.
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INTRODUCTION the  breeding  factors  [3].  To  evaluate   response of

Corn cultivated area has been increased during indices based on a mathematical relation between stress-
recent years in Qom province [1]. These points out the and optimum conditions has been proposed [4-8]. They
necessity of more research about this crop concerning dry found  that Stress Tolerant Index (STI) was more useful in
climate of this region and its irregular rainfall patterns. order to select favorable corn cultivars under stressful
However, low heritability for drought tolerance and lack and stress-free conditions. Khalili et al. [9] showed that
of effective selection approaches limit development of based on Geometric Mean Productivity (GMP) and STI
resistant crop cultivars to environmental stress [2]. indices, corn hybrids with high yield in both stress and
Dryness of the most important factor limiting production non-stress environments can be selected. Thus, our
of crops in the world and Iran. This Topic is more purpose was evaluation of efficiency and profitability of
important in dry and semi-arid regions of the world [2]. different selection indices in identification of cultivars
Importance of this subject is determined when we know which are compatible with stressful and optimal
which more than 1/4 part ground is dry and estimated that conditions, to achieve cultivars that can tolerate long
about 1/3 of the world's cultivable land under water irrigation intervals or likely no irrigation at sensitive
shortage conditions are in range [2]. Drought tolerance growth stages.
consists of ability of crop to growth and production under
water deficit conditions. A long term drought stress MATERIALS AND METHODS
effects on plant metabolic reactions associates with, plant
growth stage, water storage capacity of soil and Five corn hybrids were chosen for the study based
physiological aspects of plant. Drought tolerance in crop on their reputed differences in yield performance under
plants is different from wild plants. In case crop plant irrigated and non-irrigated conditions. 
encounters severe water deficit, it dies or seriously loses Each hybrid  was  hand-seeded  in  hills,  separated
yield while in wild plants their surviving under this 20 cm from each other. There were three rows in  each
conditions but no yield loss, is taken into consideration. plot, with 7 m in length and 0.6 m row distance. The final
However, because of water deficit in most arid regions, plant population was 8.3 plantm . To determine the
crop plants resistance against drought, has always been susceptibility and tolerance rates of the genotypes, stress
of great importance and has taken into account as one of tolerance index [6] was used:

plant  genotypes to drought stress, some selection
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Stress Tolerance Index (Sti): Drought  tolerance  of  specific  genotypes.  With  this

STI = (Ypi*Ysi)/Yp  (Fernandez, [6]) Selected based on SSI selection index caused some2

Ysi = Yield of cultivar in stress condition, genotypes with low yield but high yield under normal
Ypi = Yield of cultivar in normal condition environmental conditions are stressful. The major
Yp = Total yield mean in normal condition drawback of this index is able to identify group A, group

Data  were  subjected  to  analysis  by  MSTAT-C To evaluate drought tolerance rates, genotypes were
and Spss16 softwares and graphs were prepared by Excel. arranged by Fernandez [6] procedure using mean yield

RESULTS According  to  the  STI  Index   Table  2)  genotypes

The results of analyses of variance for grain yield stress.
and other related traits in both stress and non-stress
environments are given in Table 1. According to the DISCUSSION
results all traits were significant in 0.01 levels. 

Fernandez [6] in study the yield of genotypes in two with high yield is not merely a drought one. But a
environments and without drought stress than plants in genotype with a low yield difference between normal and
two environments appears to be divided into  four groups: stress conditions is called tolerant. Eventually it was

The genotypes that have high yield in stress and under irrigated and stress conditions. It could save yield
non stress environments (group A). components favorably. Genotype directly can be used as
The genotypes that have high yield only in non marker provided that is accordance with other researches
stress environments (group B). because, genetic structure and ability of seed against
The genotypes that have high yield in stress drought tolerance is well understood. The results of
environments (group C). calculated gain from indirect selection in moisture stress
The genotypes that have weak yield in stress and environment would improve yield in moisture stress
non stress environments (group D). environment better than selection from non-moisture

Based on Fernandez opinion, appropriate measure into account the stress severity of the environment when
that can separate the first  group  from  other  groups. choosing an index. Khayatnezhad et al. [10] reported
How  much  the  STI  index  value  is   higher,   Represents similar results.

index genotypes of group A, B and C are separated.

C is not.

and traits.

No.1  and 7  were  tolerant   than   other   genotypes  to

According to the various researches, a genotype

cleared that ZP677 genotype possesses an optimum yield

stress environment. Corn breeders should, therefore, take

Table 1: Results of Analysis of variance for studied traits
MS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

S.O.V df Rows per ear Kernels per row Kernels per ear Ear length Cob diameter 500-kernel weight Plant height Yield
Replication 3 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
Condition 1 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
Genotypes 14 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
G×C 14 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
Error 87 12.58 28.51 14.25 35.62 14.58 11.95 17.51 51.29
** And * significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively

Table 2: Fernandez index values for the traits
NO. Genotypes Yield
1 Single cross 647 0.99
2 Golden west 0.83
3 Single cross 704 0.54
4 ZP677 1.05
5 BC404 0.89
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